
The wedding theater 2017 package pricing
Notes: All package coverage hours are consecutive. No split hours. Coverage typically begins 2 hours before the 

ceremony, however this can be amended according to your schedule. RAW footage available free on client provided 
hard drive. Client may also purchase the external drive we used to edit the project on that contains the editing project 

and raw footage for $100.   

One videographer packages ($1000 deposit)
 

$1900
1 videographer

Up to 8 consecutive hrs of coverage
4-5 min online Highlight video containing footage shot throughout the day

Full Ceremony / Toasts
RAW Footage*

Final videos will be available via digital download and / or DVD. 

$2350
1 videographer

up to 9 consecutive hrs of coverage
4-5 min online highlight video containing footage shot throughout the day

Full Ceremony
Full Toasts and Special Dances

RAW Footage*

Two Videographer Packages
Main difference between 1 and 2 man packages is that you get more camera angles on live 

events and more detail overall.

The Highlight --- $2900
2 videographers

up to 9 consecutive hrs of coverage
5+ min highlight film (as seen on the website)

full ceremony toasts, special dances
Digital files available for download or DVD’s

RAW Footage*

The Matinee $3500 --- (our most popular package)
- 9 hrs coverage
- 2 videographers
- 3 HD cameras
- 5+ min highlight (as seen on the website)
- Feature film with chapters like Preparation, Ceremony, Toasts, and Celebration. DVD Length will 

largely depend on how long the “live events” like the ceremony and toasts are. Each other chapter 
will be around 3-6 minutes.

- RAW footage with digital files of the ceremony and trailer.*
- 3 DVD’s or Digital Files of the Feature Film and Trailer on a USB Drive

The feature package $4000 ---- (our 2nd most popular package)
- up to 9 consecutive hrs of coverage
- 2 or 3 videographers (depends on circumstances of the wedding)
- 3 HD cameras for ceremony
- 6+ min highlight (as seen on the website)
- Feature Film with chapters like Preparation (2 songs in length) , Ceremony, Cocktail Hour, Special 

Dances, Toasts, and Celebration (two songs in length). DVD Length will largely depend on how 
long the “live events” like the ceremony and toasts are. Each other chapter will be around 3-6 

minutes.
- RAW footage with digital files of the ceremony and trailer.
- 3 DVD’s or Digital Files of the Feature Film and Trailer on a USB Drive

Add –Ons
Photo Booth – NEW Coming in August– Pricing TBD



Slow Motion Video Booth - $1250 with video package $1500 if booked alone
Rehearsal Dinner - $900 3hr / 1030pm max

Extra Hours – 150 for the 1st hour 100 for the 2nd hour. Max 2hr.
Extra Videographer for 1 man package $80/hr min 3 hr. 


